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Hydestor Mobile Shelving Systems

NZ Made - Multiple Colours Available - Convenient Options  

Enquire Today!

New Zealand’s Shelving & Storage Solutions Leader



For exceptional strength and durability, Hydestor produces an outstanding product locally 

for your business. 

- An extremely robust and versatile system designed to suit most storage needs.  

- Shelf spacing is adjustable in 25mm increments maximising storage capacity. 

- Variety of accessories include pull-out shelves, clip-in dividers, product retainer bars      

   and security doors (refer accessories page). 

- Safety infill floor and ramp options.  

- The system runs on lipped channel tracks which are levelled and fixed to the floor.  

- Lipped channel track is a safety feature offered with our system to provide additional  

   protection against toppling or dislodgement during seismic activity.  

- The steel bases are equipped with 100mm wheels which feature two sealed for life  

   bearings producing whisper quiet movement that requires minimal  effort (150mm HD     

   wheel option available). 

- Extensive range of Powdercoat colours which are hard wearing and easy to clean. 

- Proudly designed and manufactured in New Zealand for New Zealand earthquake  

   conditions by a fully New Zealand owned company.  

- Advanced design, manufacturing technology and installation techniques have all  

   contributed to ensure we lead the market in satisfying regulatory requirements.  

- All steel components are fully recyclable. 

Heights:   1850 - 3000 (mm) 

Widths:   600 / 900 / 1000 / 1200 (mm)

Depths:   200 / 250 / 300 / 350 / 400 / 450 / 500 / 600 / 700 (mm) 

Chassis Size:  930 - 11030mm (Heavy duty options available for larger sizes) 

Colour:   Off White (Custom colours available upon request) 

Operating Options: Manual, mechanically assisted, electronic

Custom sizes also available upon request.  

We can custom design to suit any space

Standard Bay Dimensions

Features



Optional Accessories
1   Cover panel - half or full height options available 

2   Pull out reference shelf 

3   Security door 

4   Full height divider

5   Half height divider 

6   Retainer bar 

7   Hanging rail 

8   Drawers
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Safety Infill Floor System
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Manually operated mobile shelving moves on tracks which are secured to the 
floor and is suitable for small to medium sized spaces which require maximum 
storage space. 

Manually Operated



All the features of the manually operated system but configured with a hand 
wheel chain drive making the mobile units very easy to move. With Mechanically 
assisted mobile shelving you can have up to 11 metre long bases. Each mobile 
unit comes complete with a safety hand wheel and locking mechanism. 

Mechanically Assisted



These electronically controlled self drive units are the perfect mix of safety and 
functionality. Featuring one touch operation and user friendly programming. This 
system also includes numerous safety and security features. 

Logic Plus



Hydestor’s longspan shelving system is also compatible with all 3 systems, 
Manually Operated, Mechanically Assisted and Logic Plus. Ideal when shelving 
large and bulky items. 

Longspan on Mobile
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